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Let U E ‘8 be an object of an abeiian category with exact direct limits. 
Let A = [U, U] be the endomorphism ring of U and let Modn be the category 
of right A-modules. For each X E 2l the ring A acts on the group [U, X] 
of all morphisms U - X by means of composition and the functor [U, -I: 
% + Mod,r , X - [U, A] has a left adjoint @)A U: Mod, + %. Let F&I) 
be the full subcategory of 91 consisting of all fixpoints of the composite 
a,, U . [U, -1: 91 - %, i.e., all X E 9l such that the evaluation morphism 
E(X): [U, X] GJA U -+ X is an isomorphism. The fixpoint category F&l-) 
can be characterized as the dense closure of CT @ U in QI (cf. [S, 3.11). 
The aim of this paper IS to study the relationship between the fixpoint 
category F&l) and a suitable localization of Mod, ; the motivation being 
the theorem of Gabriel and Popescu [4]. For this, consider the filter 5 of 
all right ideals I C .A which cover U in the sense that U = uvel im y, where 
im y denotes the image of y: U + U. Let (Mod& be the full subcategory 
of all modules YE ModA such that the restriction map [A, Y] - [I, Y] 
is bijective for each 1~ 3. Then by [S, 8.6(b)] the inclusion (Mod& -+ 
Mod=,, has a left adjoint 3-10~: Mod,, -+ (Mod& (= g-localization). In 
general the functor @lot is not exact. 
Roughly speaking, the main result is a necessary and sufficient condition 
on C for the composite F,(S) - (Mod& , X- $‘$loc[tr, X] to be an 
equivalence and for &Ioc: Mod, + (Mod& to be exact (cf. (12)). The 
condition is that certain subobjects of @l”_, U, , U, = U have to be homo- 
morphic images of direct sums of copies of Cr. It implies that the fixpoint 
category F,(S) can be obtained from Mod, by localization and thus F&U) 
is a Grothendieck category. 
A considerable amount of space is devoted to examples for which the 
above condition on U is investigated; in particular when % is a category 
of modules over an h-local domain or a Dedekind domain. If U is a direct 
sum of finitely generated modules or if U is divisible or torsion or algebraically 
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compact or cotorsion, then a complete answer can be given by means of the 
structure theorems for these modules (cf. (17), (18), (20)-(22)(a),(b),(c)). 
(1) Morphisms between objects and natural transformations between 
functors are denoted by brackets [-, -I. The notation and terminology 
is that of [5]. Throughout this paper we assume 21 to be a Grothendieck 
AB5) category unless otherwise stated (cf. [7, p. 1291). In order to consider 
fixpoints, etc., not only with respect to a single object U but rather with 
respect to a set M of objects in ‘u, one has to replace fl = [U, Cl by the 
full small preadditive category ‘%Q of 21 whose objects are those in fil and 
Modn by the category [!3)31O, Ab.Gr.1 o contravariant additive functors on 9ll f 
with values in the category Ab.Gr. of abelian groups. (Also, if an object U 
admits a direct sum decomposition U = JJve, U, it is often advantageous 
to consider the set M = [U, / v E I} instead of JlJ = { Uj.) We say that 
a set M of objects in ‘2I generates an object X E 2l, if there is a coproduct 
(= direct sum) LTV U, , U, E M, together with an epimorphism JJ U, - S. 
The inclusion J: 21331 + 2I gives rise to a functor 2I+ [‘!1O, Ab.Gr.1, 
,4 -+ [J-, A] which has a left adjoint & 2.R: [Euro, Ab.Gr.1 -+ %I. Recall 
that & 9.N is right exact and preserves coproducts and that there is a natural 
(evaluation) morphism E(X): [J-, X] oJ 2.N + X for each SE 2l which 
corresponds to the identity under the adjunction [[I-, X] oJ 213, X] g 
[[J-, _Y], [J-, Xl]. For U E ‘9X the evaluation C(U) is an isomorphism 
because for each V/E +2JJ the composite of bijections [[ -, u] (SJJ 2Ju1, I’] g 
[[-, U], [-, V]] s [U, V] is induced by c(U). Let F,((u) be the full 
subcategory of all fixpoints of the composite 2I ---f [‘2Jl”, Ab.Gr.1 + 21, 
X- [J-, X] oJ 93, i.e. all XYE 21 such that the evaluation 
is an isomorphism. By the above any finite coproduct of objects of Jf is 
a fixpoint. 
(2) The @points can be characterized as those objects in 2L which are 
canonically the colimit (= direct limit) of objects ~~=, Ui , U, E M. For this 
2l need only be an additive category with cokernels and coproducts. To 
establish this, let ‘$3 be a full subcategory of 21 consisting of finite coproducts 
u1 U, with 11, E M. For an object X E ‘lz, let ‘i&/S be the category whose 
objects are morphisms E: V - X with V E $3 and whose morphisms are 
commutative diagrams 
I ---A 1;’ 
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Recall that ‘$I is called dense at X (cf. [5, 3.11) if X is the colimit of the 
functor @I/X + 2l, (V -+e X) ++ V and that for each (I/ --tE X) E ‘@1/X, the 
canonical morphism is just .$: V --f X. Since the restriction [@to, Ab.Gr.1 --t 
[VP, Ab.Gr.1 is an equivalence, the additive version of [5, 3.41 reads as 
follows. & is dense at XE 21 iff for every YE 2I the map [X, Y] --f 
[[J-, X], [J-, Y]], 01” [J-, a] is bijective. By [6, 1.31 the latter holds 
iff the (evaluation) morphism F(X): [J-, X] QJ !Bnl ---f X is an isomorphism. 
Summarizing, we obtain the following which will be used in the sequel. 
(3) LEMMA. Let 21 be an additive category with colimits and let M be a 
set of objects in 21. For an object X E 21 the following are equivalent. 
(i) ‘$1 is dense at S. 
(ii) For each YE 21 the map [X, Y] ---f [[J-, X], [I-, Y]], ol- 
[J-, a] is bijective. 
(iii) X E F,(cZI). 
Remark. Clearly if $1 is dense at X E 21, then M generates X. The 
converse holds only in special cases, for instance when ‘u is a Grothendieck 
AB5) category and M generates every subobject of every object in @ 
(cf. (14) below). Likewise $I being dense at X E 21 is in general a much 
stronger condition than XE 21 being the colimit of some diagram in $I. 
The converse is closely related with the problem under which conditions 
on M and 2I the fixpoint category Fnr(21) can be obtained from [YJ2O, Ab.Gr.1 
by localization (cf. (12) below). 
(4) Flatness of an object over its endomorphism ring, or more general, 
the exactness of the functor oJ YE [!WIO, Ab.Gr.1 -+ ‘u, was investigated 
in [15]. We add here how the exactness of oJ 9JI is reflected in a com- 
pleteness property of the fixpoint category F,,,((LI). 
THEOREM. For a set M of objects in a Grothendieck AB5) category 2l 
the following are equivalent. 
(i) M generates the kernel of every morphism f: V --+ U, where U E M 
and VE&. 
(ii) F&U) is closed under kernels in 2l. 
(iii) There is an additive subcategory ZF C 21 closed under kernels such 
that M C X and every X E 3 is generated by M. 
(iv) gJ YJI: [%X0, Ab.Gr.1 ---f 91 is exact. 
Proof. (i) * (iv) was established in [15] and yields the Gabriel-Popescu 
theorem [4] as well as Lazard’s [9] and Cartan and Eilenberg’s [1, p. 1231 
characterization of flat modules. (iii) 3 (i) is trivial and for (ii) * (iii) let 
X = F&3) and note that by (2), M generates each X E F&N). 
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(iv) * (ii). The assumption implies that the functor G: ‘8 ---f 2l, 
X- [_I-, X] QJ 9.3, is left exact. Hence for each morphism f: X -+ X 
in F,,,(s) there is a commutative diagram 
in which the bottom is exact. Hence c(kerf) is an isomorphism and G kerf 
is a fixpoint. 
(5) For a generator U E 91 and its endomorphism ring (1 = [U, U] 
Gabriel and Popescu [4] considered the localizing subcategory E of Modn 
consisting of all NE Modn with the following property. For each X E ‘?I and 
every morphism f: rl + N the induced map [A, [U, X]] -+ [kerf, [U, XJ] 
is bijective. They showed that [U, -I: CLI -+ Modn induces an equivalence 
between 2l and the full subcategory 23 of all (J-closed objects; thus an U: 
Modn + ‘3 is exact because it is essentially the localization functor Mod, --f 
Mod& (for details and notions see [4]). Conversely, if @A U is exact and 
+q: [U, Xl On u --+ X holds for each X E ‘$l, then U is a generator 
and 2l is equivalent with b. If now U is not necessarily a generator but On U 
is exact, the above suggests replacing 9l by 
F&I) = {X E ‘3 1 [U, X] On u 327 X). 
One might then expect that, as above, the canonical functor 
F,(a) + Mod*/ker an U is an equivalence. This, however, need not be 
the case. For a counterexample take ‘+Z = Ab.Gr. and U the p-adic integers. 
Since there is a ring isomorphism Uz [U, U] = II, the functor an U: 
Mod, -+ Ab.Gr. is equivalent with the forgetful functor. Since ker ali U = 0 
the functor F,(Ab.Gr.) -+ Modn , X- [U, X] would have to be an equiva- 
lence but it is not, because its image consists of all p-adic modules Y with 
the property Y --+ Hom,[ U, Y], y rvc+ f, , where fv(u) = yu (cf. also 21(c) 
below). This shows that in order to obtain an equivalence 
Ft.,(%) -+ Mod,/ker @A U 
one has to look for a stronger condition than the exactness of @A U. 
(6) In the situation considered by Gabriel and Popescu [4] it is not 
hard to see that a (l-module Y is K-closed iff for each X E 2l and for every 
right ideal I C n with U = uvs, im y the induced map [/1, [U, X]] + 
[I, [U, x]] is bijective. If one deals with a functor category instead of Mod, , 
then the role of right ideals is played by subfunctors of horn-functors. 
Accordingly, for a set M of objects in a Grothendieck AB5) category Qf we 
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define a subfunctor R C [-, U], U E M, to be covering if U is the union of 
the images of all morphisms y E RU’, where u’ runs through M. Let 3 be 
the set of all covering subfunctors in [YJZO, Ab.Gr.1 and let [9.Jl”, Ab.Gr.1, 
be the full subcategory of all functors T such that for each R E 3 the induced 
map [[-, U], T] ---f [R, T] is bijective. It follows from [S, 8.6(b)] that the 
inclusion [%R”, Ab.Gr.1, --f [‘$X0, Ab.Gr.1 has a left adjoint, in particular 
[9X0, Ab.Gr.1, has colimits and inverse limits. In general neither need the 
left adjoint (= g-localization) be exact nor need the functor Cu ---f 
[9X0, Ab.Gr.1, A- [j--, A] factor through the inclusion [9X0, Ab.Gr.1, -+ 
[9X0, Ab.Gr.1. However, we have the following. 
(7) LEMMA. If %Ti satisjies (4)(i), th en or each A E 9I the functor [J-, A] f 
is in [‘9X0, Ab.Gr.1 5 and 5 is an additive Grothendieck topology; in particular, 
the ij-localization [YJP, Ab.Gr.1 -+ [‘biro, Ab.Gr.1, is exact and [%RO, Ab.Gr.1, 
is a Grothendieck AB5) category (cf. [14, 20.3.101). Moreover a subfunctor 
j:S-tc [-, U], U~I111, beZongsto~z~j@J9RS@J9+R-+[-, v]@,!IJ 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By (4)(i) => (iv) the functor oJ 1Dz: [‘9X0, Ab.Gr.1 + ‘$I is exact. 
Thus by Schubert [14, 20.3.10, 20.3.71 3 is a Grothendieck topology and 
3-10~: [YJO, Ab.Gr.1 -+ [!iUP, Ab.Gr.1 5 is exact, provided 5 consists precisely 
of those inclusions j: S hc [-, U], U E 1132, which are made invertible 
by & 9X. To establish the latter, let j: S -+ [-, U], U E 1132, be an inclusion 
and let (y: U’ + U),,or be the family of all morphisms in !VI such that 
[-, ~1: [-, U’] -+ [-, v] factors through j: S -+ [-, U]. The image of 




from which it is clear that j aJ 1111 is an isomorphism iff U = im(y)vsr 
(= uver imy), i.e., iff j: S --tc [-, U] is a covering. It remains to show 
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that [J-, A] belongs to [!lJnlO, Ab.Gr.1, for every A E 2L By adjointness 
a covering j: S --+c [-, U] gives rise to a commutative diagram 
[[-, Ul, I-, 41-z [[-, Ul o.l!JJc -4
i 
OJ 
[S, CJ-9 41 
By the above the vertical arrow on the right is a bijection. Hence so is the 
one on the left which shows that [J-, A] belongs to [9X0, Ab.Gr.15 . 
(8) In the situation (7) the functor F&l) +n [‘9X0, Ab.Gr.1,) X- 
[/-, x], need not be an equivalence as shown by the counterexample 
in (5). If Q is an equivalence, then & ‘911 coincides with the composite 
[BP, Ab.Gr.1 -+E-loc [‘%X0, Ab.Gr.1, --“-‘FM(%) --tc ‘QI and hence FM(%) 
is closed in YI under co1imits.l This motivates the following. 
(9) T HEOREM. Let M be a set of objects in a Grothendieck AB5) category %. 
Let X = b, X,, be a colimit in Yl of a diagram in F,,,@). Then X E FM(%) 
provided the kernel of every morphism f: V -+ X, V E ‘@, is generated by M. 
The converse holds if 91 is a Grothendieck AB5) category and M satis$es (4)(i). 
(For @ see (2).) 
(10) cOROLLARY. If ‘u is a Grothendieck AB5) category, then F&U) is 
an exact subcategory of ‘%!I (and hence abelian) ;sffor every morphism CJJ: X + X 
in FM(%) and every morphism f: V --) coker CP, V E 92, the kernel of f is 
generated by M (cf. 4(i) =- (ii)). 
Proof of (9). The second half follows immediately from (4)(i) - (ii). 
For the first half we first show that a colimit X = h, XV of fixpoints is 
also a colimit X = h,, V,, of objects V,, E $1. By (3) each XV is the 
colimit of \JJr/X, -+ ‘II, (V +C XV) ++ V, and the canonical morphism 
for (I; _tp XV) is just 5: V + X, . Every transition morphism a: X, + XV, 
gives rise to a functor %N/a: W/X,, - ‘W/XV, defined by composition with 01, 
and the composite of ~/CY with ‘@/XV, + %, ( V’ --tE’ X,#) - V’ is ‘@/XV + ‘u, 
(V+f Xv)-+ V. From this it is clear that X is the “double colimit” X = 
m, V,, , where each p is a pair (v, 6: V -+ X,) with E E a/X, and V, = V; 
a transition morphism (v, 5: V 3 XV) -+ (v’, [‘: v’ + XV,) is a transition 
morphism Al: XV + XV, together with an arbitrary morphism /3: J/‘+ V’ 
satisfying f’/3 = a[. The canonical morphism q,, from V, in the colimit X 
1 If M is a set of objects in an additwe category ‘X with colimits such that FM(%) 
is closed in ‘u under colimits, then the inclusion F&.X) 4 21 has a right adjoint. It 
assigns to an object A E 2I the colimit of @/A + F&I), (T’ -+c A) - T’ (cf. (2)). 
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is the composite V,, +E X, -+can X. By (3), X is a fixpoint iff & is dense 
at X. Since X = l&, V,, it suffices to show that for every morphism 
f: V + X, V E !%fI, there is a family (V,),., of objects VI, E $1 together 
with morphisms glcU: V, --f V,, and V, + V such that the induced morphism 
UkFK V, ---f V is epimorphic and the diagram 
commutes. By assumption for each p the pullback V,, xX V is generated 
by dl because it is the kernel of the morphism (q,, ,f): V,, u V - X. 
Let K be the set consisting of all objects of ‘$1711 I’, xx V, p varying, and let 
(Vk)kisK be the family of all the domains of these objects. (Recall that an 
object in R/VW xx V is a morphism whose range is VU x r V and whose 
domain belongs to ‘@I.) Let gLU: F7’r --f I;, and V, + V be the obvious 
composites V, ---f VU xx 1’ +nroj V, and P’, - V,, xx V -@Oj V, respec- 
tively. With these definitions the above diagram (*) commutes. The morphism 
uk Vk -+ I/’ in (*) is epimorphic because M generates each VU xx V and 
the canonical morphisms & (Vu xx V) + (u,, VW) x,~ V +Proj V are 
epimorphic; the former because 2I satisfies AB5), the latter because it is 
the pullback of the epimorphism (?J: u,, V,, 4 X. 
(12) With these preparations we are now in a position to give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for Fnf(21) -+ [‘%RO, Ab.Gr.1, , X -+ [J-, X] to be 
an equivalence and 3-10~ to be exact. 
THEOREM. Let M be a set of objects in a Grothendieck AB5) category PI. 
Equivalent are : 
(i) For every co&nit X = I& V, in il of objects V, E ‘@ and every 
morphism f: V --f X, V E @I, the kernel off is generated by M. 
(ii) Fnr(21) is closed under kernels and colimits in 2l. (Hence F,(21) 
is a Grothendieck AB5) category with IV2 as a set of generators.) 
(iii) There is a full subcategory X C ‘2l closed under kernels and colimits 
such that MC 3E and each X E X is generated by M. 
(iv) oJ ‘$I: [YJIO, Ab.Gr.1 -+ 2l is exact2 and the functor FIM(21) -+ 
[‘iUl”, Ab.Gr.1 5 , X- [J-, X] is an equivalence (cf. (6), (7)). 
* Hence by (4) and (7), 5-10~: [W”, Ab.Gr.1 + [‘3X0, Ab.Gr.13 is also exact. 
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Proof of (12). (iii) 3 (i) is trivial. 
(i) + (ii) By (4)(i) * (ii), F,+,(‘%) is closed under kernels in 2I. As 
shown in the proof of (9), every colimit X = b, XV in 2I of objects 
XV E FIM(21) is also a colimit X = l&, V,, in ‘% of objects I’, E m. Hence 
the assumption and (9) imply that FM(%) is closed under colimits in W 
(ii) 3 (iv) By (4)(ii) 2 (iv), the functor & VII is exact. By (4)(ii) 3 (i) 
and (7) the functor F&II) -+ [‘9X0, Ab.Gr.lS , X- [J-, X] is well defined. 
Since each functor in [9X0, Ab.Gr.1 is the cokernel of two coproducts of 
horn-functors [-, U], UE %N, and E(U): [-, U] & m -+ U is an iso- 
morphism, it follows from the assumption that & )TJz: [%X0, Ab.Gr.1 + 9l 
has its values in the subcategory F,(%). Hence the restriction 
[%R”, Ab.Gr.1, -F,,,#l), T- T 0, !IR, is left adjoint to Xa [J-, X]. 
Since the adjunction e(X): [J-, X] 0, %lI -+ X is an isomorphism for each 
X E Fnn(21), it suffices to show that for each T E [9X0, Ab.Gr.1 5 the adjunction 
P(T): T-+ [I-, T 0.1 f-W is an isomorphism. By the last assertion in (7) 
the Grothendieck topology defined by the exact functor oJ 98: 
[2X0, Ab.Gr.1 + ‘$I coincides with &. Therefore the kernel of 3-10~: 
[!JJlO, Ab.Gr.1 --f [9X0, Ab.Gr.18 coincides with ker oJ 9JI (cf. [14, 20.3.101). 
Since the exact functor QJ !lJZ maps F(T): T --f [J-, T gJ W] onto an 
isomorphism, the kernel and cokernel of v(T) belong to ker oJ $%lI = 
ker(g-lot). Since v(T) E [‘9X0, Ab.Gr.1, , it is an isomorphism. 
(iv) + (iii) Let x = F,+,(2I). By (4)(iv) => (ii), X is closed in ‘2I under 
kernels. The left adjoint of 2I --f [9X0, Ab.Gr.1, , A- [J-, A] is the 
restriction of oJ YJI onto [+%X0, Ab.Gr.]n . By assumption each T E 
[‘%R”, Ab.Gr.18 is isomorphic with [I-, X] for some X EF~(%). Since 
c(X): [J-, X] @J 9Jl --f= x, the restriction @ ‘Dl: [‘iUl”, Ab.Gr.18 + 2l 
factors through F,,(N) C PI. By (7), [9X0, Ab.Gr.1, has colimits. Thus 
for a colimit &,, X,, in 9I of the objects XU EF~(BI) it follows that b,, XU z 
(l&J-, X,]) aJ W. This shows that FM(%) is closed under colimits in 21u. 
(13) Remark. If 2I is a category of modules and each U E 1M is finitely 
presentable, then the condition in (12)(i) has to hold only for finite colimits 
x = I&l, v, ) Vi E %R. More generally, let 2I be a Grothendieck AB5) 
category with a generator. Then by [5, 6.2; 16, (3)] there is a smallest regular 
cardinal (Y (resp. 8) such that each U E M is or-presentable (resp. j3-generated); 
i.e., [U, -I: QI + Ab.Gr. preserves &iltered colimits (resp. monomorphic 
B-filtered colimits) (cf. [5, 6.1, 5.11). In th is situation condition (12)(i) can 
be replaced by 
(i’) Let 9 be any category with less than 01 morph&u (resp. less than p 
objects). Then for every functor H: 3 -+ @? C !!I and every morphism fi V -+ 
I& H, V E 9X, the kernel off is generated by M. 
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Proof of (13). It suffices to show (i)’ 3 (12)(i). By (4)(i) Z- (ii), F,,,(%) 
is closed under kernels in 2l. Since each U E M is a-presentable in 2l (resp. 
p-generated), the composite ‘$I--+ ‘%, A -. [J-, ] aJ !IR, preserves a-filtered 
colimits (resp. monomorphic p-filtered colimits) and hence FM(%) is closed 
under these colimits in 2l. Let % be any small category and % -+ ‘@ C ‘u, 
* -v,, a functor. Clearly % is the a-filtered (resp. p-filtered) union of 
subdiagrams with less than 01 morphisms (resp. /3 objects). By (i)’ 
and (9) the colimit over any of these subdiagrams belongs to FM(21). 
Therefore lh, V, can be written as an a-filtered colimit (resp. monomorphic 
p-filtered colimit) of objects belonging to F,(a). Since FM(21) is closed 
in Cu under these types of colimits, it follows that lh, V, is also in F&Z). 
Hence (12)(i) holds. 
The next two assertions show how other closure properties of F,&l) in 2I 
are reflected in M. They follow easily from (12) but can also be established 
directly. 
(14) COROLLARY. Let M be a set of objects in a Grothendieck AB5) category 
2l. Equivalent are: 
(i) M generates every subobject of every V E $I. 
(ii) F,,,(21) is closed in 21 under subobjects, quotients and coproducts. 
(15) COROLLARY. With the assumptions as above, the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) M generates every subobject of every V E $Bl. For every short exact 
sequence 0 + X -+ Y -+ U -+ 0 with X E F&!l) and U E M it follows that 
M generates Y. 
(ii) FIM(21) is a localizing subcategory of 21 (cf. [3, p. 3691). 
Proof of (14). (ii) * (i) follows from (3)(iii) 3 (i). 
(i) * (ii) By (12)(i) 3 (ii) the subcategory FM(%) is closed in ‘% 
under cokernels, images and coproducts. Since every object X E FJ$l) is a 
homomorphic image of a coproduct u Ui , U, E M, it suffices to establish 
the assertion for X = ui Ui . Since Cu is AB5), the assumption implies 
that every subobject Y of JJi U, is the image of some homomorphism 
fi u, Uj ---f & Vi , Uj E M. Hence YE FJ2I) and therefore Hi Vi/Y E 
FdW 
Proof of (15). (ii) 5 (i) is obvious (cf. [3, Chap. III, Corollary to Proposi- 
tion 8, p. 3771). 
(i) G= (ii) In view of (14)(i) + (ii) and [3, Chap. III, Proposition 81, 
it suffices to show for every short exact sequence 0 ---f x’ + X + X” -+ 0 
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the extension X belongs to FM(%), provided X’ and X” do. But this follows 
from the assumption and the fact that an object of ‘% belongs to F,,,(‘$l) 
iff it is generated by M (for the latter see (14)(i) 3 (ii)). 
EXAMPLES. We first consider the case when M consists of a single object 
U E 9I and then denote the fixpoint category by F,(s). Let A = [U, U] 
be the endomorphism ring of U and 5 the set of all right ideals 1 E (1 with 
u = UYEI imy. The aim is to determine whether U is flat over /l and 
whether F&l) can be obtained from Modn by ‘&localization, i.e., whether 
F&X) --+ (Mod& holds. Our main criterion for the former is (4)(i) and 
for the latter either (12)(i) or (13)(i’). Recall that (15)(i) * (14)(i) * 
(12)(i) * (4)(i) holds. Some of the examples have been given in [15] without 
proof. 
(16) Coproduct of cyclic modules and primary decomposition. Let F be a 
family of right ideals in a ring R. Let 2I = Mod, and let U = UIEF R/I. 
(a) If F is an idempotent filter (cf. [3, p. 412]), then U is a generator 
of the localizing subcategory X of ModR associated with F. From this and 
(3)(i) o (iii) it easily follows that 3E and F&H) coincide. Hence n/l = {U) 
satisfies (15)(i). If F is not idempotent but has the properties: 
(1) ForeachpairI,I’EFthereisanI”EFwithI”CIn1’; 
(2) for each pair Y E R, I EF there is an I’ EF with rl’ CI, 
then one readily checks that every cyclic submodule of U = UIEF R/I is a 
homomorphic image of some R/I’, I’ EF (see also the proof of (b) below). 
Hence M = {U) satisfies (14)(i), in particular U is flat over its endomorphism 
ring fl and F,(Mod,) -+ (Mod& holds. (Note that (2) cannot be dropped. 
For a counterexample see (23) below.) 
(b) Assume F consists of two-sided ideals. If each I EF admits a 
“primary decomposition” with a rather special property (cf. (III) below), 
then the above condition (1) need only hold for the set of the m-primary 
components ofF for each “prime” m (cf. (IV) below). In more detail, assume 
that with F there is a set Q of two-sided ideals satisfying: 
(I) Each I EF, I # 0, admits a decomposition I = nix1 qi , 
qi E Q. (As usual it is called reduced if no qi can be omitted.) Conversely, 
each q E Q occurs in a reduced decomposition for some I E F. 
(II) With each q E Q there is associated a two-sided ideal m CR 
such that: If m and m’ are associated with q E Q and q’ E Q respectively, 
then m + m’ = R implies q + q’ = R. (We take the liberty to call q 
m-primary.) 
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(III) If q E Q is m-primary and q’ E Q is m’-primary, then either 
tn + m’ = R or m = in’. 
(IV) If q E Q and q’ E Q are m-primary, then there is a m-primary 
ideal q” E Q such that q” C q n q'. 
Then UIEF R/I satisfies (14)(i).3 (Note that neither (III) nor (IV) can be 
dropped; see (24), (25).) 
Proof. To verify (14)( ) ‘t i 1 su ffi ces to show that every cyclic submodule X 
of a finite coproduct ur=, R/Ii, Ii E F, is a homomorphic image of some 
R/I, I EF. Since each I EF is two-sided, there is an endomorphism of 
LJy=, R/I, which maps the cyclic submodule d generated by (1, l,..., 1) E 
ur=, R/I, onto X, where 1 denotes the unit element of R/Ii . By (I)-(IV) 
there is a reduced decomposition fiy=, aj of fia, Ii such that each ai contains 
some qy E Q and qi ,..., q: are pairwise relative prime. Hence so are a, , . . . , a, . 
(Note that aj need not be in Q.) Since d --f= R/&Ii the Chinese remainder 
theorem yields d -G uz, R/a, . This shows that there is an epimorphism 
u$, R/q; ---f X, q; E Q, and hence by (I) X is a homomorphic image of a 
finite coproduct of cyclic module R/I, I EF. 
If R is a Dedekind domain and F any set of ideals, then the set of all 
powers of prime ideals contains a subset Q satisfying (I)-(IV). Hence 
UIEF R/I satisfies (14)(i). The same holds for a larger class of integral domains: 
Recall that an integral domain R is called h-local if every ideal is contained 
in only a finite number of maximal ideals and every prime ideal is contained 
in exactly one maximal ideal. A domain R is h-local iff every torsion R-module 
X admits a decomposition X s IJ,, X,, , where m runs through all maximal 
ideals of R and X,,, denotes the localization of X at m. Over an h-local 
domain R every finitely generated module is a coproduct of cyclic modules 
iff R, is an almost maximal valuation ring for every maximal ideal m (cf. [lo]). 
(17) c OROLLARY. Let R be an h-local domain such that R,, is an almost 
maximal valuation ring for every maximal ideal nt (for instance an h-local 
Priifer domain). Then every coproduct U = uV U, of finitely generated 
R-modules satisfies (14)(i); in particular U ’ jl t 2s a over its endomorphism ring A 
and F,(Mod,) -+ (ModA)% holds. 
3 If R is a commutative noetherian ring and F is a set of primary ideals (in the usual 
sense), then there is a somewhat better version of (b): For every prime ideal m CR 
denote with Fm the subset of all ideals of F whose associated prime ideal is nt. Then 
&sF R/I satisfies (12)(i)-but not (14)(i)-p rovided the following two conditions hold: 
(I) If I, I’ E Fm then there is an 1” E Fm with I” C I I? I’. (II) If nt, m’ are two distinct 
prime ideals of R such that Fm # 0 f F m’ then neither m C m’ nor m’ C m holds. 
This can be readily deduced from (19)(b) and (3) (i) o (iii) because by (II), 
Hom[R/I, R/I’] = 0 for I E Fm , I’ E Fm, and m # m’. 
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Proof. One can assume that each summand U,, is torsion; otherwise 
U contains R as a direct summand and (15)(i) holds trivially. By the above 
there is a family F of ideals I C R with U g ulsp R/I. Let 
Q = (1, n R / I E F, in C R maximal, Im n R # R) 
and let m be associated with q = I+,, n R. Clearly condition (I) follows from 
Xr u,,, X, for X = R/I, I EF. Condition (III) is trivial and (II) holds 
because tn is the only maximal ideal which contains I,,, n R. Since there 
is a one-one correspondence between ideals a C R contained in no other 
maximal ideal than m and the ideals of R, , condition (IV) also holds because 
in an almost maximal valuation ring the ideals are linearly ordered. 
(18) DIVISIBLE MODULES. Let R be UTZ integral domain and CLI = Mod, . 
Let U be a divisible R-module. Equivalent are: 
(i) U isJEat over its endomorphism ring A. 
(ii) U isjlat over fl and F,(Mod,) ---fN (Mod,)% holds. 
(iii) U is torsion-free. 
Proof. (ii) * (i) is trivial and (iii) * (ii) holds because U can be viewed 
as a vector space over the quotient field of R. For (i) * (iii), let r E R be a 
nonzero element. Then ker( U -+r U) is of bounded order and by (4)(iv) =E= (i) 
divisible. Hence ker( U --Q U) = 0. 
(19) So far the set M always consisted of a single object U. We now 
make a few remarks which show how this special case is tied up with the 
general case. Let M and M’ be first arbitrary sets of objects in a Grothendieck 
AB5) category 2I. Then by [5, 3.41 the fixpoint categories FM(%) and FIM@) 
coincide iff m is dense at each U E M’ and &’ is dense at each U E M (cf. (2)). 
Obviously if F,(‘%) = F~+N) then M satisfies one of the conditions in 
(4), (12), (14), or (15) iff M’ does. 
(4 Let VJJYEN be a family of objects in 9l. Let M = {U, / Y E N} 
and u = LLv U, . If either {U} = M’ or M satisfies (12)(i), then so does 
the other because F&Z) = FM(%). (The last equality follows from the 
above, the assumption and (12)(i) Z- (ii).) The same holds with respect 
to (14)(i) and (15)(i). As for (4)(i) the situation is different. Clearly if U 
satisfies (4)(i), then so does M; but the converse need not hold. If, however, 
!@I is dense at U-for instance, if every morphism U, -+ LIVEN U, , ,U EN, 
factors through a finite subcoproduct-then F,(H) = F,,,#l) and hence U 
satisfies (4)(i) iff M does. 
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This can be useful if a given object U E 21 admits a coproduct decom- 
position U z UVEN U, . Instead of verifying (4)(i) or (12)(i) for {U} one 
does this for M = (U, / v E N}, which is easier (see also (b) below). 
(b) Let Us LL U, be a coproduct decomposition with the property 
[ri, , U,] = 0 for Y # p E N. Then LIVEN U, satisfies (4)(i) iff each U, , 
Y E N, does. Likewise if [U, , XJ = 0 for XG EF~,(%) and v # p E N, 
then uYEN U, satisfies (12)(i) iff each U, , v E N, does. The same holds 
with respect to (14)(i), p rovided every subobject of a finite coproduct 
LL U”, , vi EN, is a coproduct of subobjects of the Ur, . The same holds 
with respect to (15)(i), but besides the above one has to assume that any 
short exact sequence 0 --+ u, XV ---f 2 -3 u, U, ---f 0 with XV EF~~(%C) is 
a coproduct of short exact sequences 0 -+ XV -+ Z, + U,, -+ 0. 
(20) TORSION MODULES. Let R be a Dedekind domain and ‘% = ModR . 
Let U be a torsion module and D its divisible submodule. Equivalent are: 
(i) U is jut over its endomorphism ring A. 
(ii) U satisfies (14)(i). 
(iii) For every prime ideal p CR either the p-primary component U, 
of U is annihilated by some power of p or U,/D, is not annihilated by any 
power of p. 
In particular if U is reduced, then U is fiat over A and F,(Mod,) += 
(Mod,) 5 holds. 
For R = Z the equivalence (i) o (iii) is due to Richman and Walker [12]. 
Proof. In view of (19)(b) one can assume that U = U, . Then U is a 
module over the discrete valuation ring R, and Mod, is isomorphic to a 
full subcategory of ModR closed under colimits, limif;s and submodules. 
Hence one can assume that R = R, . Let p E R be a generator of the maximal 
ideal. 
(i) G= (iii) Let U = D IJ u’, where D is divisible and U’ is reduced. 
If D = 0 there is nothing to prove. If D f 0 then for every k > 1 the kernel 
ofDuU +gk D u u’ is of bounded order and hence every homomorphism 
D + ker(pk) is zero. This and (4)(iv) 5 (i) imply that ker(p”) is a homo- 
morphic image of a coproduct of copies of U’. Hence U’ is not bounded. 
(ii) * (i) follows from (4)(i) 3 (iv). 
(iii) * (ii) If U is of bounded order, then it is isomorphic to a co- 
product of cyclic modules R/pkR where k < m for some fixed m. Let U, = U 
for i = l,..., n. Since every cyclic submodule X of uy=, Vi is isomorphic 
with R/p”R for some k .< m, it is obvious that X is a homomorphic image 
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of U. If U = D LJ U’, where D is divisible and U’ reduced, then by assump- 
tion u’ is not bounded. By [2, Example 1 p. 1191, u’ has cyclic direct sum- 
mands of arbitrarily high order. Hence every cyclic submodule X is a 
homomorphic image of U. 
(21) Algebraically compact modules. Let R be a Dedekind domain which 
is not a field. Let BP be the p-adic completion of the local ring Ri, at a prime 
ideal p C R. Let p be a generator of the unique maximal ideals m and tit 
of R, and & , respectively. Recall that a submodule B of a &module X 
is called basic iff (1) B is pure in X, (2) X/B is divisible, (3) B is a coproduct 
of cyclic &-modules (i.e., &, or &/pn&, g R/p”, n 2 1) (cf. [8, p. 511). 
Recall that for a module UE ModR the following are equivalent. (i) U is 
reduced algebraically compact, (ii) U is reduced and pure injective, (iii) U 
is complete in the R-adic topology,a (iv) U is the product of submodules 
UP over all primes p. Each UP is in addition an &module and the p-adic 
completion of a basic submodule B C CT, . (UP is uniquely determined 
and B up to isomorphism (cf. [8, pp. 51, 84; 2, pp. 159-1691.) 
(a) A reduced algebraically compact module U is f?at over its endo- 
morphism ring #for each prime p the basic submodule of U, is either of bounded 
order or contains RP . More generally, let U = uy Uy be a coproduct of reduced 
algebraically compact modules. Then U is flat over its endomorphism ring 
iff the following two conditions hold. 
(I) If there is a summand u” and a prime p such that the basic sub- 
module of Uy is torsion and not bounded, then there is a summand U1’ such 
that the basic submodule of UPu contains R, . 
(II) If there is a summand Uy such that the set S, = {p CR 1 the 
basic submodule of UC is torsion and not bounded} is in&ite, then there 
is a summand Ug such that for almost all primes p E S, the basic submodule 
of Ug contains 8, . 
(b) Assume R, # RP for every prime p. Let U # 0 be a reduced 
algebraically compact R-module and D # 0 divisible. Then U u D is flat over 
its endomorphism ring ;sf D is torsion-free and U is of bounded order. 
(c) Assume R, # I$, for every prime p. Let U = u, U,, be a coproduct 
of reduced algebraically compact R-modules LJ, . Then U is flat over its endo- 
morphism ring A and FU(ModR) +-G (Mod,,)5 holds iff each summand U, 
is of bounded order. 
The assertions (a)-(c) are special cases of the corresponding statements for 
cotorsion modules below. The proofs for the “if part” are easy, whereas the 
proofs for the “only if part” are rather involved. 
1 The neighborhoods of 0 consist of all submodules IU, where I is a nonzero ideal 
of R. 
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(22) Cotorsion modules. Let R be a Dedekind domain which is not a 
field. The notations are as above. Let Q be the quotient field of R and let 
Q/R cz LIP Z(V) be th e canonical decomposition, where Z(p”) denotes 
the injective hull of R/p g i$,/pff, in Mod, and Mod2 . Recall that for 
an R-module U the following are equivalent. (i) U is red&ed and cotorsion 
( i.e., Ext(Q, U) = 0), (ii) U is reduced and a homomorphic image of an 
algebraically compact module, (iii) U is the product of submodules U, 
over all primes p. Each U, is in addition an RP-module and there is a natural 
&isomorphism UP --+ Ext(Z(p”), U,); moreover the torsion submodule 
TC; of U, gives rise to a splitting short exact sequence 
0 + Ext(Z(p”), TU,) --f Ext(Z(p”), U,) --f Ext(Z(p”), U,/TU,) + 0 
(U, is uniquely determined; cf. [ll; 131 Sect. 2; [2, 54. 551). Recall that a 
reduced cotorsion module Z; is adjusted if for every prime p 
Ext(Z(p”), UJTU,) = 0, 
or equivalently, if it does not have a nontrivial torsion-free direct summand. 
(a) A reduced cotorsion module U is flat over its endomorphism ring 
isf for each prime p UP is either bounded or not adjusted. 
J%re generally, let U = uV Uy be a coproduct of reduced cotorsion modules 
U”. Then U is flat over its endomorphism ring tJf the following conditions hold. 
(I) If there is a summand Uy and a prime p such that U’;, is adjusted 
and not bounded, then there is a summand Uu such that UG is not adjusted. 
(II) If there is a summand Uv such that the set S, = {p CR 1 Ui is 
adjusted and not bounded) is infinite, then there is a summand Uu such that 
Ui is not adjusted for almost all primes p E S. 
(b) 9ssume R, # R,, for every prime p. Let U # 0 be reduced cotorsion 
and D # 0 divisible. Then U u D is flat over its endomorphism ring i# U 
is of bounded order and D is torsion-free. 
(c) Assume R, # R, f or every prime p and let U = uy Cy be a co- 
product qf reduced cotorsion modules Uv . Then U is flat over its endomorphism 
ring A and F,(ModJ -+Y= (ModA)r, holds 22 each summand U, is of bounded 
order. 
Remark, The assumption R, # BP in (b) and (c) above is actually only 
needed for certain primes p. Note, however, that if R is a complete discrete 
valuation ring, then the conditions in (b) and (c) are quite different: A module 
UUDwith UandDasin(b) is flat over its endomorphism ring iff either 
UT is not adjusted or U is bounded and D torsion-free. A coproduct JJ, Uy 
with Uy as in (c) satisfies (12)(i) iff ‘th el er some summand Uy is not adjusted 
or every summand Uy is bounded. The proofs are an easy modification 
of the proofs for (b) and (c) and left to the reader. 
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Proof of (22)(a). We use Fuchs’ comprehensive book [2] about abelian 
groups for references. (It is well known that a good deal of the material 
presented there also applies to modules over a Dedekind domain R.) To 
show that (21)(a) is a special case of (22)(a) we recall a few well-known 
facts (cf. [2, pp. 232-239, 247; 8, Sect. 161). Let U be reduced algebraically 
compact and let B be the basic submodule of UP for some prime p. If B 
is bounded, then it is complete and thus B = UP (cf. [ll, 7.61). If B contains 
fi, , then l?, is a direct summand of UP (cf. [8, Theorem 231). On the other 
hand, for a reduced cotorsion module V every nonadjusted factor 
is torsion-free reduced algebraically compact (cf. [2, p. 238]), and thus 
it is the p-adic completion of a basic submodule consisting only of copies 
of R,. Using [8, Lemma 21(c)], one now readily sees that Up is not 
adjusted iff B contains R, and likewise Up is adjusted and not bounded iff B 
is torsion and not bounded. 
To show that U is flat over its endomorphism ring it suffices to verify 
(4)(i). Let Un U denote the n-fold coproduct of U = JJ, Uy and let 
f: & (u, Uv) -+ IJV Uy be a homomorphism. For every element a E kerf 
there is a finite subcoproduct tin (upi Vj) such that a is in the kernel 
of the composite 
f:qj u+~(~++p--Jp. 
12 i=l n " " Y 
Both domain and range off are reduced cotorsion, hence so is ker j and thus 
kerJ+a n, kerJp holds. If the p-adic component of V = u, (JJZ, !Y+) 
is not adjusted, then V, contains i?+, as a direct summand and hence every 
element of kerfP is in the image of some homomorphism VP -+ kerfp . 
If V, is adjusted and its torsion submodule TVP is bounded, then VP = ZVr, 
and thus-as shown in the proof of (2O)(iii) 2 (ii)-every element of kerfr, 
is in the image of a homomorphism V, -+ kerJp . If VP = LI, (uy:, U;;l) 
is adjusted and not bounded, then by condition (I) there is a summand Uu 
such that U;f is not adjusted. As shown above this implies that every element 
of kerfP is in the image of a homomorphism U$ ---f ker 3+, . Finally, we 
consider the case where for some summand Uyj of V the set S, of all primes p, 
such that U% is adjusted and not bounded, is infinite. By condition (II), 
there is a summand lJfi such that UF is not adjusted for almost all primes 
P E 4, . Hence lJg contains i$, as a direct summand. By combining the 
considered cases one readily sees that the element (I E ker f 4~ I&, ker 3, 
is contained in the image of a homomorphism ulc (u. CP) -+ kerj for some 
sufficiently large K. Hence by (4)(i) 3 (iv) U = JJ, Uv is flat over its 
endomorphism ring. 
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Conversely assume that JJ, Uy is flat over its endomorphism ring. We 
first verify condition (I). Let Uy be a summand such that for some prime p 
VP is adjusted and its torsion submodule TU; is not bounded. To simplify 
the notation we drop the index v in the following and write lJy = U. We 
construct an endomorphism of U whose kernel contains &, as a direct 
summand. Let B be a basic submodule of TU, . If B = TU, then there 
is an epimorphism [: B -+ Z(p”) because Z(p”) is the direct limit of 
f2,/pi?, +P fip/pzfip -+P l?,/p3&, ... (for p see (21)). Since ker l is also 
a coproduct of cyclic modules whose invariants are not larger than those 
of B (cf. [2, l&l]), there is an epimorphism B --j ker 8 and hence a homo- 
morphism h: B + B with coker h G Z(p”). On the other hand, if B f TU, , 
then by [2, 36.11 there is an endomorphism h: TU, + TU+, such that 
im h = B and thus coker h is divisible (the latter by definition of a basic 
submodule). In either case let f: U --+ U be the endomorphism given by 
fs = iduo for q # p and f, s Ext(Z(p”), h). Clearly kerf z ker f, . We 
now show that kerf is not adjusted. By [2, 55.61 the “exact” sequence 
O--+kerh---+ TU, ’ TUP 
?\,/ 
im(h) 
and the right exact functor Ext(Z(p”), -) g ive rise to a commutative diagram 
0 + Ext(Z(p”), ker h) --+ Ext(Z(p”), TU,) Ext(z(pm)sh)~ Ext(Z(p”), TU,) 




Hence Ext(Z(p”), im(h)) --@ imfp is an epimorphism. The diagram shows 
that y is an isomorphism iff Ext(Z(p”), ‘) ’ z 1s a monomorphism. The sequence 
0 --f im(h) ---f TU, + TUJim(h) -+ 0 gives rise to an exact sequence 
**- [Z(p”), TUp/im(h)] % Ext(Z(p”), im(h)) Em% Ext(Z(p”), TU,) **- 
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and the connecting homomorphism 6 has a nontrivial image because the 
group PW’), TU,/im 4 is not zero and TU, is reduced. Therefore 
Ext(Z(p”), ;) has a nontrivial kernel. As mentioned above, this implies that 
y: Ext(Z(p”), ker h) + kerf, is not an isomorphism. Since the torsion 
submodule of kerf, is ker h, it follows that kerf, is not adjusted. As shown 
in the first part of the proof, this implies that kerfp contains fiv as a direct 
summand. 
Again let U = U* and let uV U + IJV Uy be an endomorphism whose 
kernel coincides with kerf, . By (4)(iv) 2 (i) and the above there is an 
epimorphism Urn (JJ, 7P) -+ I?, . Since for every summand Uv the induced 
homomorphism lJi + I& vanishes on the torsion submodule TUL , it 
also vanishes on the adjusted part of Ub (cf. [2, p. 235 Example 2(a)]). 
Hence there is a summand Us such that Ug is not adjusted. It remains 
to verify condition (II). Let Uy = U be a summand of uy Uv such that the 
set S of all primes p, for which Up is adjusted and not bounded, is infinite. 
As shown above if Up is adjusted and not bounded there is an endomorphism 
h: Up + Up whose kernel is not adjusted and therefore contains & as a 
direct summand. Let f: U + U be the endomorphism given by f, = lz 
for p E S, and fp = idUp , otherwise. Then kerf contains npES i$, as a 
direct summand. Since JJ, Uy is flat over its endomorphism ring, it follows 
from (4)(iv) 3 (i) that there is a summand Uu of IJ, Uv together with a 
homomorphism g: Uu + npeS $ C ker f such that for almost all primes 
p E S g,: Up” - 8, is nontrivial. As shown above this implies that for 
almost all p E S UL is not adjusted. 
Proof of (22)(b). It will be obvious from the proof below that it also 
covers (21)(b). Let U u D where U is reduced cotorsion and D divisible. 
If U is bounded and D torsion-free, then by (19)(b), (2O)(iii) =P (i) and 
(lS)(iii) * (i) D u U satisfies (12)(i), in particular D u U is flat over 
its endomorphism ring. To establish the converse we first consider the case 
where for some prime p Up is not adjusted and therefore contains i$, as a 
direct summand. Let p be a generator of the maximal ideal of l& . Since 
the canonical monomorphism R, - i$, is dense and not an isomorphism, 
the quotient &,/R, is nonzero and divisible. Hence i?JRp is a coproduct 
of copies of Z(p”). Thus if D contains Z(p”), there is a nontrivial homo- 
morphism g: fi, + D whose image is not isomorphic with pi&, for v > 1. 
The same holds if D contains only Z(q”) (for q + p) or Q (the quotient 
field of R); the reason being that any homomorphism R + Z(q”) and R --f Q 
can be extended to 8, (note R --+= I$,). 
To show that D u U is not flat over its endomorphism ring it suffices 
to verify by (4)(iv) =P (i) that D JJ U does not generate ker g. Clearly every 
homomorphism D + kerg C fi, is zero. Since U and 8, are reduced 
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cotorsion, the image of every homomorphism Lr -+ fi, is of the form pafip . 
From this it is obvious that ker g is not an epimorphic image of a coproduct 
of copies of U u D. 
Next we consider the case where for some prime p UP is adjusted and 
not bounded. As shown in the proof of (22)(a), there is an endomorphism 
f: U---f U such that fiP is a direct summand of kerf and every homo- 
morphism U--f a+, is zero. Since, moreover, every homomorphism D + i$, 
is zero, the kernel of (f, id,): U u D j U u D cannot be generated 
by U u D. By (4)(iv) =- (i) U JJ D is not flat over its endomorphism ring. 
Finally, we consider the case where U, is bounded for every prime p and the 
set S = (p 1 U, # 0} is infinite. As above, it suffices to construct a homo- 
morphism U ---f D whose kernel is not generated by U. Since U, is bounded 
for every prime p E S, it is a coproduct of cyclic modules R/pkR, where 
k < n (n depends on p). To simplify the notation we assume U = R/pkR 
and denote the generator of R/p”R with 1. Let S be well ordered. Since S 
is infinite, the elements c = (I, 1, l,...) and c‘ = (1, 0, 1, 0 ,...) of nPss U, 
generate free cyclic submodules C and C’ whose intersection is zero. Let 
f: C u C’ --f D be a homomorphism with f(c) = 0 and f(c’) + 0 and 
extend it to a homomorphism h: U -+ D. If V is any reduced cotorsion 
module and g: V + ker h 2 U a homomorphism which hits c, then g,: 
VP ---f U, is an epimorphism for every p E S. Hence im(g) = U by definition 
of S. This shows that there is no homomorphism 1’ --f ker h whose image 
contains c. Hence by (4)(iv) * (i) U u D is not flat over its endomorphism 
ring. (The case where CT is bounded and D not torsion-free can be excluded 
as in (2O)(iii) * (ii).) 
Proof of (22)(c). It will be obvious from the proof below that it also 
covers (21)(c). Let U = & Uy be a coproduct of reduced cotorsion modules. 
Clearly if each Uv is bounded, then by (2O)(iii) =- (ii) U satisfies (14)(i) 
and in particular (12)(iv). Conversely, assume that U = u, Uv is flat over 
its endomorphism ring fl and that Fu(Mod,) +z (ModA) holds. If there 
is a summand U* and a prime p such that Ui is adjusted and not bounded, 
then by (22)(b)(I) there is a summand Uu such that Ul; is not adjusted. 
Hence it suffices to consider the two cases below: 
Case 1. Assume there is a summand U* and a prime p such that 8, 
is a direct summand of Ui . Let I’ C U be a submodule such that a4 LJ I’ = 
U. Let p E 8, be a generator of the maximal ideal. The colimits of the 
diagrams 
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are Z(p”) and 0, respectively. The pointwise coproduct of the two diagrams 
is a diagram as described in (12)(i) and its colimit is Z(p”). Using R, # I?, 
one can construct, as in the proof of (22)(b), a homomorphismg: 8, + Z(pm) 
whose kernel is not generated by U. One sees as in (22)(b) that this contradicts 
(12)(iv) 3 (i). 
Case 2. Assume that there is a summand lJy such that Up” is bounded 
for all primes p and the set S = {p 1 Vi # O> is infinite. The set of finite 
subsets I, J, K,... of S gives rise to a diagram 
where can denotes the canonical morphism induced by the inclusion I C S, 
J C S and KC S. Its colimit D is npES Ui/UPES Vi . D is torsion-free 
divisible because every h E R, h # 0, is contained in only a finite number 
of primes p E S. Let Y be a submodule of U such that Y Ij nIpEs lJG ---fz U. 
If one forms the pointwise coproduct of the diagram (*) with the diagrams 
then one obtains a diagram as described in (12)(i) whose colimit is D. As 
in the last case in the proof of (22)(b) we construct a homomorphism 
u” -+ D whose kernel is not generated by Uv. This contradicts (12)(iv) * (i). 
Hence Cases 1 and 2 cannot occur and every summand of u, W is of 
bounded order. 
COUNTEREXAMPLES. In (16)(a) and (16)(b) sufficient conditions were 
given for a coproduct of cyclic modules to satisfy (14)(i), respectively, 
(12)(i). They may appear too strong but the following counterexamples 
show that there is not much leeway to improve them. 
(23) A cyclic projective module over a noetherian artinian ring need not 
be flat over its endomorphism ring. (This shows that condition (2) in (16)(a) 
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cannot be dropped.) The following is due to Storrer. Let R be the ring 
of triangular matrices 
all 0 0 
t i 
%l a22 0 
051 0132 053 
with the property (~ii = c+s over a field k. Let U = eR, where e denotes 
the idempotent 
1 0 0 
t 1 
0 0 0 . 
001 
Clearly U is cyclic projective. Since [U, U] +leRe, f--f(el) is an iso- 
morphism, every endomorphism f: U + U islgiven by a left multiplication 
with a matrix 
Clearlyfis an isomorphism iff 01 # 0. Iffis nonzero and not an isomorphism, 
then kerf and imf consist of all matrices of the form 
where y, 6, E E k. Hence all nonzero homomorphisms g: U---f U which are 
not isomorphisms have the same kernel and the same image. Therefore 
u img = imfskerf 
o:Ll+kerf 
providedfi U + U is nonzero and not an isomorphism. Hence U does not 
satisfy (4)(i). (This could also be established directly using flat = free over 
the artinian local ring [U, U] E eRe. Since dim, U = 3 and dim,[ U, U] = 2, 
it follows that U is not flat over its endomorphism ring [U, U].) 
(24) Let R be a commutative noetherian artinian local ring with 
maximal ideal m. Let I C R and 1’ C R be ideals which are m-primary. 
Then the direct sum of R/I and R/I need not be jlat over its endomorph&n ring. 
(This shows that condition (IV) in (16)(b) cannot be dropped.) 
The following example is due to Gabriel. Let k be a field and let R be 
the three-dimensional vector space ke u Kx u ky equipped with the multi- 
plication ex = X, ey = y, xy = 0, x2 = 0, y2 = 0, e2 = e. (R can also 
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be viewed as k[X, Y]/(Xz, XY, Y”).) Let I = /zy and I’ = kx. Clearly the 
associated prime ideal of both I and I’ is m = kx u Ky. Let 
be the sequence of R-homomorphisms whose underlying k-linear maps are 
given by 
O---+keUkxuky 
l (ke u kx) u(ke UKy). 
Hence by definition the sequence (*) is exact. Since the image of every 
R-homomorphism R/I + R and R/I’ + R does not contain ke, it is obvious 
that R/I u R/I’ does not generate R = kerf. Hence by (4)(iv) * (i) the 
direct sum R/I JJ R/I’ is not flat over its endomorphism ring. 
(25) Let R = k[X, Y] be the polynomial ring in two variables over 
a field k. Let I = (X) and J = (X2, Y), Then the direct sum R/I u R/ J 
is not flat over its endomorphism ring. (This shows that condition (III) in 
(16)(b) cannot be dropped because 1 and J are primary and their associated 
prime ideals are (X) and (X, Y).) This example is due to Gabriel. 
To show that R/I JJ R/J is not flat over its endomorphism ring it suffices 
to give an endomorphism f: R/I u RI J ---f R/I u R/J whose kernel is not 
generated by R/I and R/J. Clearly R/I can be identified with k[Y] and R/J 
with k u kx, the operation of X, YE k[X, Y] being given by Xp(Y) = 0, 
Yp(Y) = Y *p(Y) for p(Y) E k[Y] and X(b, + b,x) = b,,x, Y(b, + b,x) = 0 
for (b, + b,x) E k n kx. Define f by 
R/I u R/J+ R/I u R/J, (a0 + a,Y + *.., 4 + b) * (0, (a0 - 4&9. 
Then kerf = ((a,, + a,Y + ..., a,, + b,x) 1 a,, , a, ,..., b, E k}. Clearly for any 
R-module K an element z E K is the image of a homomorphism 
iff z = z’ + 9, where z’, z” E K and z’I = 0 = z” J. For K = ker f and 
z = (a0 + a,Y,..., a,, + b,x) this holds iff a,, = 0. This shows that ker f is 
not generated by R/I u RI J. 
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